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chapter 5

Local Women’s ngos and the Reform of Islamic
Law in Aceh: The Case of mispi

Dina Afrianty

Introduction

When Islamic law was introduced in 1999, many Acehnese saw this as a way
to return Aceh to its past glory and to restore people’s sense of morality. How-
ever, as the state Shariʿa system took shape, some were disappointed to find
that the enforcement of Islamic lawwas largely focused on regulating women’s
behaviour, with women being apprehended and/or publicly humiliated for
offenses such as wearing tight jeans or not wearing a headscarf. Some women
have even been subjected to caning as a form of punishment for infractions
against local legislations regulating public morality. Recently, some local lead-
ers have introduced new local regulations that aim to limit women’s free-
dom and mobility even further, including regulations banning women from
performing traditional dances, and from straddling motorbikes (Pasandaran
2013; Saragih and Hotli Simanjuntak 2013). These regulations make Acehnese
women the subject of an unprecedented amount of attention at both national
and international levels. In the face of such developments, Acehnese women’s
movements have challenged the local government and demanded law reform.
Women’s organizations call upon religious leaders and local authorities to
revise current Shariʿa legislation, arguing that the ‘true teaching’ of Islam does
not discriminate against women.

In general, since the turn of the twenty-first century, opportunities for
Acehnesewomen’swider participation inpublic policy-makinghave increased.
Law No. 44/1999 on Acehnese autonomy granted the province the right to
organize and manage its own religious, cultural and educational affairs, giv-
ing religious leaders a larger role in policy-making (Miller 2004, 333). The 2001
Special Autonomy law, moreover, allowed the Acehnese to directly elect their
local leaders. These political reforms providedAcehnesemen andwomenwith
much broader opportunities to take part in local politics. In addition, the sign-
ing of the Helsinki Peace Agreement in 2005 and the subsequent passing of
the Law on Governing Aceh in 2006 also increased opportunities for Acehnese
women to participate in local politics.
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Duringmy ethnographic fieldwork in 2007–2009,mispi (Mitra Sejati Perem-
puan Indonesia, ‘The True Partner of IndonesianWomen’) was one of the local
women’s ngos that played a leading role in working with government and reli-
gious leaders in attempts to reform Islamic law (Afrianty 2015).1 As will be elab-
orated below,mispiworked togetherwith offices of the local government, even
as it criticized the enforcement of Islamic law. mispi was founded in 1998 by a
group of former student activists from Syiah Kuala University in Banda Aceh.
At the time of my fieldwork, the organization was led by one of its founders,
Syarifah Rahmatillah. In pursuing its mission, mispi chose to skillfully frame
its criticisms and call for a law reformby negotiating its demandswith the state
and local religious leaders, insteadof confronting andopposing them.The lead-
ers and members of mispi believe that Aceh’s customs (adat) and culture are
strongly Islamic. While rejecting some of the ways in which Islamic law has
been implemented in Aceh, particularly where it discriminates against women
and the poor, mispi members also maintain that Shariʿa is not in itself prob-
lematic. Rather, in ways that echo the voices of other critics of state Shariʿa in
Aceh, they argue that the problems result from particular modes of implemen-
tation.

mispi is a particularly interesting example ofwomen’s activism in relation to
Shariʿa implementation, because of its combination of strong Islamic creden-
tials, its roots in thenational-level Islamic organizationhmi (HimpunanMaha-
siswa Indonesia, Indonesian Students Organization), its collaborationwith the
Indonesian state, and its appeal to international women’s rights and Islamic
feminism. In this chapter, I will explore how mispi navigated between these

1 This chapter is based on ethnographic research conducted from 2007 to 2009 in Banda
Aceh, as part of my PhD research on Acehnese women’s responses to the introduction of
Islamic law. Fieldwork was conducted during a total period of six months, divided into three
visits. My fieldwork primarily involved participant observation. During my visits, I stayed in
three different places: the central town of the provincial capital Banda Aceh, a village, and
a student dormitory located in the university campus area. All are in the district of Banda
Aceh. However, I also travelled occasionally to Pidie and Lhokseumawe, on the Acehnese
North coast, to observe the implementation of Islamic law there. During my stay, Banda
Aceh was inundated by seminars, workshops and public discussions on issues pertaining to
Shariʿa implementation. I attended many of these events that were organized by ngos or by
campuses and I listened to what people said about the by-laws, about particular institutions
such as the Shariʿa Police (wh), and about particular issues such as the discrimination against
women. I spent most of my time sitting at mispi’s office, where I became friends with the
staff, and attending the workshops they organized with their stakeholders, male and female
religious leaders, members of district legislatures, and women’s Qurʾanic reading groups
(majelis taklim).
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different spheres of influence by defendingwomen’s rights froman Islamic per-
spective, in the midst of debates about Shariʿa implementation. The chapter
begins with a discussion of the background and the establishment of mispi,
drawing attention to the central role of its leader, Syarifah Rahmatillah. From
there, Imove on to examinemispi’s strategic position and rolewithin thewider
localwomen’smovements between 2004 and 2009. The chapter concludeswith
a discussion of the ways in which mispi responded to the state Shariʿa sys-
tem, explaining how itmanaged toworkwithin amarkedly Islamic framework,
while at the same time challenging the conservative practices and viewpoints
of the state and religious leadership.

mispi’s Background

mispi was founded just threemonths after the fall of President Suharto in 1998.
The founding of mispi was triggered by the dramatically transformed political
situation in Indonesia after the fall of the New Order regime, which sparked
the emergence and growth of a number of civil society movements, both in
Aceh and elsewhere in Indonesia (Afrianty 2015; Daly, Feener and Reid 2012).
The organization was formed by former members of the Acehnese branch of
kohati (Korps hmi-wati), the women’s wing of hmi. mispi’s leader Syarifah
Rahmatillah had formerly been a leader of kohati. In order to understand the
particular position of mispi, it is therefore important to provide some insight
into the background of hmi first.

hmi is a national-level Islamic student organization known to be both
strongly Islamic and supportive of Indonesian nationalism. It was established
in Yogyakarta in 1947. At that time, Indonesia was in themidst of its struggle for
independence and had to fight against the Dutch colonial government, which
sought to resume its control over the country after the Second World War and
the Japanese occupation (Azra 2004, cited in Muhktar 2006, 2). Ever since its
founding, hmi has been one of the most important student organizations in
the country. Many former hmi members have reached high positions within
the national government and politics. Usually based at university campuses,
the organization has branches in almost all Indonesian provinces.

During the New Order period, hmi was one of the Muslim groups that
“took a less pessimistic view” of the government, and one of its prominent
leaders, NurcholishMadjid, argued that Indonesia needed an organization that
could win the moral sympathies of all Indonesian Muslims (Hefner 1997, 79;
see also Hefner 1993, 5). In the first years of its existence, hmi maintained
close ties to the Islamic political party Masjumi, sharing its orientation of both
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reformist Islam and a strong commitment to Indonesian nationalism (Feener
2007, 82–133).With regard to Aceh, it concurredwith the view that “Islamwas a
point of commonality, not difference, between Aceh and Indonesia” (Aspinall
2007, 247). The Acehnese branch of hmi has therefore not been keen on seeing
Aceh separate from Indonesia.

Considering its hmi background, it is not surprising that from the beginning
mispi’s programs have been characterized by a strong Indonesian nationalist
and Islamic character. According to former hmi activists and other civil society
activists involved in the founding of mispi, the creation of a strong nationalist
orientation was very important in the context of growing demands for a refer-
endum and independence from Indonesia after 1998. At the time, hmi activists
were afraid that, if not handled cautiously, the situation could lead to a dis-
ruptive civil war within Acehnese society and that this would, again, adversely
affect women. Former hmi activists I talked with acknowledged the injustices
and human rights violations perpetrated by the Indonesian military, but at the
same time the idea of independence, with Aceh ruled by the ‘Free AcehMove-
ment’ (GerakanAcehMerdeka/gam), frightened themevenmore. They argued
that people in Aceh did not want civil war and that many still preferred Aceh
to remain part of the Republic of Indonesia.

At the time of mispi’s foundation, political reform at the national level
was directed toward the goal of ending the state of military emergency in
Aceh. Local organizations started to demand justice and investigation of the
gross human rights violations committed by both gam and the Indonesian
military (tni). However, these demands for justice did not receive an imme-
diate response from Jakarta and fueled further resentment among Acehnese
(Bertrand 2004, 175). gam perceived this situation as a political opportunity to
generate more support for their cause of Acehnese independence. However,
there were also Acehnese who did not support gam’s cause for independence.
Some Acehnese elders, for example, wanted Aceh to become a ‘federation’ so
that its rights were better guaranteed (Siegel 2000, 337). Yet the public support
for independence was huge and those opposed were reluctant to express their
opinion (ibid.). mispi is an example of a local organization that did not support
the cause for independence, yet it chose not to express its views openly.

The development of mispi has been closely linked with the personality of
its leader, Syarifah Rahmatillah. Daughter of a civil servant, born and raised in
Banda Aceh, Syarifah started her activism while she was taking a law degree at
Syiah Kuala University.While at university, she became involved in the Student
Association (Badan Executive Mahasiswa/bem), the Faculty of Law Student
Senate and the University Student Senate. Later, she joined kohati and was
elected as the head of the organization. Her experience as a kohati leader
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during her time at the university equipped Syarifah with negotiating skills that
she would later use in her work for mispi.

After graduating in 1997, Syarifah continued her activism by joining icmi
(Indonesian Union of Muslim Intellectuals).2 She then married the former
leader of hmi Banda Aceh who, in 2004, was elected as a member of the local
legislature representing Partai Bulan Bintang (pbb), an Islamic political party.
In the meantime, she had become a civil servant at the National Land Agency
(Badan Pertanahan Nasional) in Banda Aceh. During the time leading to the
2004 general elections, she became a member of the General Election Com-
mission (Komisi Pemilihan Umum/kpu). Although she was a public official,
her enthusiasm for social activism did not stop, since, apart from her activism
at mispi, she became active in the AcehWomen’s Congress (Duek Pakat Inong
Aceh), being first elected to its Steering Committee, and later to its Board.

Many former members of hmi hold important positions in government,
and Syarifah’s connections to these circles were useful in facilitating mispi’s
work. She used her hmi and kohati networks to develop the organization, for
which she recruited only women with kohati backgrounds. Her position at
the General Election Commission further enhanced her access to government
officials at different levels. All these links added to Syarifah’s credentials, and
advancedher leverage amongother localwomenactivists. Certainly, all of these
connections have further enhanced her effectiveness and she is well known for
her ability toworkwith various parties in Aceh, including government officials,
members of the local legislature and ulama. Fewotherwomen activists in Aceh
enjoy such a central position within these networks.

Syarifah told me that it was the political situation that inspired her and
her colleagues to organize themselves to work for the needs and concerns
of Acehnese women. They considered it a crucial time for Acehnese women
to express their views within broader civil movements and they aimed to
represent the voices of women who did not want to see Aceh separated from
Indonesia. The name ‘mispi’ was carefully chosen to express this view. Syarifah
and her colleagues called their organizationMitra Sejati Perempuan Indonesia

2 icmi was established inMalang in December 1990 byMuslimmembers of the urbanMuslim
middle class partly as a response to what they perceived as the continuing social and eco-
nomic marginalization of pribumi (‘indigenous’) Muslims. They argued that Islam provided
an alternative ideal in becoming a modern nation (Hefner 1993). Hefner has argued that the
creation of icmi, which received the support of President Suharto in 1990, was a sign of a
‘deepening Islamisation of Indonesian State and Ideology’ (Hefner 1993). For more discus-
sions of the background of icmi, see Azra (2004); Hefner (1993; 1997, 75–77); Ricklefs (2001,
393).
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(‘The True Partner of Indonesian Women’) to show to the rest of Indonesia
that many Acehnese women were committed to having Aceh remain part of
Indonesia in the future, and that it was too simple to label all Acehnese as
‘rebellious.’ By naming their organization ‘mispi,’ they hoped that Indonesian
women would perceive them as ‘their true friends’ and not question Acehnese
women’s ‘Indonesian-ness’ (ke-Indonesiaan).

While some women, like the members of the women’s wing of gam (Inong
Balee),3 were eager to see Aceh become an independent state, many others
disagreed. According to Syarifah, many Acehnese women were actually forced
to support one view over the other, even though, in fact, many women felt
that both sides, the Indonesianmilitary and gam, perpetrated violence against
women. Yet it was very difficult to publicly express such views at that time.
Many women were targeted by both parties. Siegel (2000, 388–389), for exam-
ple, observed that some Acehnese women were targeted by gam only because
their physical appearance closely resembled that of the Javanese, the ethnic
group associated most strongly with the Indonesian military. Siapno showed
that women were exploited by both the Indonesian military and gam (Siapno
2002).

Syarifah’s views on this issue were formed through direct experience. For
example, she described how both gam and the Indonesian military physically
targeted her after the Humanitarian Pause was agreed in 2000. Both sides were
suspicious that she supported one side over the other. She recalled that she
had to hide many times to avoid being kidnapped by either one of the warring
parties and she imagined that other Acehnesewomen had similar experiences,
especially after the declaration of martial law in 2003. Despite these threats,
Syarifah continued to develop her new organization, during a period in which
issues of women’s rights did not figure prominently in public discourse.

Rather than choose sides, then, mispi looked for other ways to garner sup-
port from the community. Syarifah believed that all Acehnese women were
victims of the political situation, and therefore she and her colleagues argued
that they should be able toworkwith the conflicting parties in order to advance
Acehnese women’s rights and to gain national recognition. Crucial in this
respect was mispi’s approach to the implementation of Shariʿa law. If the for-
mer women’s wing of gam strongly rejected the idea of Shariʿa being formally

3 Inong Balee was the name first given to female warriors who took up arms against the
Portuguese, during the reignof SultanAlauddin (1596–1604), after beingwidowed in anearlier
battle against the Portuguese in 1511. Laksamana Malahayati is known as the first leader of
Inong Balee, and has been claimed to lead as many as 2,000 women (Aceh Magazine, June
2007).
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implemented in Aceh by arguing that it was another form of Jakarta’s oppres-
sion of the Acehnese, mispi along with other civil society activists chose not
to show a strong rejection of Shariʿa. According to mispi, there were indeed
Acehnese women who wanted to see Shariʿa introduced in Aceh. Their point
thenwas not to reject the idea of state Shariʿa implementation per se, but to cri-
tique and advocate reform of some of the particular ways in which it was being
applied and enforced. Thewidening opportunities for political participation in
the post-tsunami/post-conflict period enabledmispi to use democraticmeans
to voice these criticisms.

By the time the 2004 tsunami struck Aceh, mispi was considered one of
the most established local women’s organizations among a rapidly growing
number of ngos.4 Both national and international donor institutions that
worked in Aceh valued mispi for its efforts in promoting women’s rights in the
context of the implementation of Islamic law and their support for individual
women who struggled to achieve their social and political rights. For example,
mispi employed a lawyer and paralegals to help women who experienced
violence to bring their cases to the civil and religious courts. At the same
time, mispi was a leading organization in terms of promoting law reform and
influencing policy making through its activities in women’s networks or its
lobby to both the local bureaucracy and local parliaments.

Since 2004,mispi alongwithother localwomen’s organizations suchasBalai
Syura Inong Aceh, Flower Aceh, lbh Apik Aceh, Putro Kande, rpuk, An-Nisa
and the Center for Women’s Studies at the iain (State Institute for Islamic
Studies, presently uin) Ar-Raniry, has advocated the need to reform the qanun
(by-laws) as well as the implementation of these laws in a gender-sensitive
way. In 2004, several local women’s organizations, including mispi, created
the Women’s Policy Network or jpuk (Afrianty 2011). Women activists from
these organizations emphasized the importance of cooperation in demanding
reform. mispi played a central coordinating role in the establishment and the
activities of this network.

Along with these other organizations, mispi expressed the concern that the
limited number of women in both the local bureaucracy and the local legisla-

4 mispi was established around the same time as several other women’s organizations in Aceh,
including Yayasan Pengembangan Wanita, kktga (Kelompok Kerja Transformasi Gender
Aceh, Aceh’s Working Group on Gender Transformation in Aceh), lbh-apik (Legal Aid of
apik), andrpuk (RelawanPerempuanuntukKemanusiaan/Women’s Volunteers forHuman-
ities). While these organizations focused mainly on human rights violations during the mil-
itary conflict between gam and the Indonesian army, mispi concentrated on broader issues
of women’s empowerment and policy.
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ture was a significant contributing factor to the discrimination against women
in Aceh. In one of the initial attempts to support women’s political participa-
tion,mispi organized legal drafting and gender awarenessworkshops for policy
makers at district and provincial levels. The significance of mispi’s work with
jpuk became apparent during several events. First, jpuk played a significant
role during the process of drafting the qanun on the election of local leaders
in 2005, by demanding that the word perempuan or ‘women’ be deliberately
mentioned. Thedraftqanunusedonly non-gender specificwords (setiaporang,
everyone) which jpuk considered as too vague, and therefore it demanded
the article to deliberately mention both women and men (perempuan dan
laki-laki) (Afrianty 2011, 48). Eventually this became Qanun No. 7/2006 on the
Election of Local Leaders. The jpuk further demanded that the requirement
for local political parties to have a female membership of at least 30 percent
would be guaranteed in the Law on Governing Aceh (loga/Law No. 11/2006).
The demand was met and currently local political parties are obliged to meet
this requirement. jpuk also played a role in the preparation of the drafting
of a by-law on women’s empowerment and the protection of children, which
resulted in Qanun No. 5/2007 as well as the creation of the Bureau of Women’s
Empowerment and the Protection of Children in 2008. The fact that these
measures were successfully integrated into the legislation is evidence of the
accomplishments of mispi and its networks in promoting women’s rights in
the province.

Until 2009, mispi’s office was located at Banda Aceh’s central roundabout
(Simpang Lima), at awalking distance from the landmark BaiturrahmanGrand
Mosque and close to the central market of Banda Aceh. Its previous office had
beendestroyedby the tsunami.At the time,mispi employed sevenprofessional
staff members. Three of them performed administrative functions, while three
others were responsible for runningmispi’s programs. One staff member was a
lawyer who provided legal aid and advice to women who were seeking justice.
mispi also employed four part-time staff members who provided litigation
advice and support for women facing legal problems. Most of the staff at mispi
had undergraduate degrees in law. Some were graduates of the Law Faculty of
Syiah Kuala University, and some of the Shariʿa (Islamic law) Faculty of iain
Ar-Raniry. At that time, mispi experienced steady growth in its professional
capacity, and compared to other localwomen’s organizations it employedmore
local volunteers and professional staff.

Consistent with mispi’s kohati-hmi background, the atmosphere of its
office and its routine activities were infused with an air of Islamic piety. All
staff members performed the mandatory prayers. Like most other Acehnese
women, they dressed in a modest Muslim fashion—wearing a skirt, blouse,
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tunic, and headscarf ( jilbab). mispi officers were aware that their choice of
dress could affect their organization’s reputation, especially since they regu-
larly worked with religiously conservative people in Acehnese society, such as
the ulama and the dayah community (the traditional Islamic educational insti-
tutions over which the ulama preside).

During my fieldwork, public discussions of Shariʿa often focused on the
need for women to cover their bodies, referring to specific regional regulations
(qanun) related to acceptable forms of modest dress. The dominant discourse
was that good women were those who wore proper Muslim dress and covered
their hair. Therefore, a failure to dress properly couldmake it difficult for mispi
to engage with their intended constituencies and collaborators. According to
Syarifah, while advocating for the needs of Muslims in Aceh, her team should
maintain an image of wearing what she considered ‘proper’ Muslim dress
and head covering. This, she argued, meant that they should not just drape
a shawl over their shoulders without covering their hair, because this was
something the ‘Shariʿa Police’ (WilayatulHisbah/wh)woulddisapproveof.One
staff member told me that Syarifah often spoke with staff members who did
not wear proper Muslim dress. This attention to proper ways of dressing was
not merely a ‘strategic’ choice on the part of mispi. It also reflected Syarifah’s
personal and professional view. The strict adherence to Muslim dress set her
apart frommost other women activists at that time.

It was in this particular context that mispi carried out its work of advocat-
ing women’s rights. Before I move on to discuss some of mispi’s activities in
advocating the reform of Shariʿa implementation, I would like to briefly elabo-
rate on the implementation of Islamic law itself and the women’s movement’s
response to this process.

The Implementation of Islamic Law andWomen Activists’
Responses

Themajor players in the development of Aceh’s state Shariʿa system have been
the ulama and the provincial government. Since 1999, several bylaws have been
implemented that aim to enforce Islamic law. Two of these, namely Qanun
No. 11/2002 that regulates (among other things) Muslim dress, and No. 14/2003
on khalwat or close proximity between unrelated members of the opposite
sex, have been of particular concern among many Acehnese activists. The
activists especially resented thediscriminatoryways inwhich these regulations
have been applied, as enforcement has primarily targeted women and the
poor. Article 1 (20) of Qanun No. 14/2003 defines khalwat as: “Any activity
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carried out by two or more individuals of opposite sex who are not related by
family nor legally bound under marriage.”

Ever since this qanun has been enacted, there have been stories of couples
apprehended by the wh and/or attacked by vigilantes for being in close prox-
imity or for having sexual relations outside marriage (see Otto and Otto, this
volume). At the time of my research, stories about couples caught being in
close proximity and accused of violating the qanun and community standards
of Shariʿa morality, often reached the headlines of local newspapers (see, e.g.,
Heryanto 2008). In both urban and rural areas across Aceh, different kinds of
people, including villagers, students, government officials and even members
of the local legislature were accused of offenses against modesty and sexual
immorality.

Khalwat is most generally understood as illicit relations outside marriage.
The reality in Aceh is that khalwat is interpreted tomean anything from sexual
activities outside marriage to a situation where a man and a woman who are
not kin are in close proximity, whether in public or private space. Some of the
violators of this particular qanun have been tried and punished by caning, but
in other cases, perpetrators have managed to negotiate with the authorities to
effect a different outcome. Most often, cases are not brought to court at all,
but settled more informally by the community (often after calling in family
members and sometimes after publication of the couple’s names and pictures
in the newspaper) according to custom (adat), which can cover a wide range
of responses, from reprimand to violence and public shaming (see Feener 2013,
219–250; Kloos 2014; Otto and Otto, this volume). In the case of unmarried
couples, religious leaders often encourage their parents to have themmarried.
However, there have also been cases in which couples caught by villagers have
been paraded through the village to humiliate them in public. This practice
is believed to be a form of punishment as they will feel humiliated (see Kloos
2014).

Despite particular definitions of khalwat, there is an ongoing discussion and
contestation in Aceh about what behaviour exactly falls under khalwat and
zina (fornication). During my research, many people in Aceh felt that the laws
discriminated against the poor. For example, they would say that an Acehnese
man and woman riding a motorbike together could become an easy target of
the wh, while a man and woman who sit in the car probably would not be
harassed or get caught. The head of thewh field office in BandaAceh explained
this discrepancy to me in a way that had less to do with relative wealth but
more with the interpretation of the categories of khalwat and zina. He said
that when a man and a woman ride together on a motorbike, with the woman
sitting on the back of the bike with her arms around his waist, they could easily
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commit zina (illicit sexual activities outside ofmarriage) as their bodies touch.5
He further explained that when two people of the opposite sex are in physical
contact they could easily fall under the influence of the devil (syaitan) and
commit unlawful acts of fornication (zina). Therefore, men and women sitting
together on a motorbike may be considered by the wh as committing khalwat,
a state in which they may be tempted to commit sins. On the other hand, the
head of the wh said that those who were sitting together inside a car were not
considered as engaging in behaviour tempted by syaitan because there is no
physical closeness. The issue advanced by critics of the law, then, was that it
was easier to target poor people (using motorcycles) than rich people (driving
cars).

Another controversial regulation is Qanun No. 11/2002, which regulates,
amongother things, specific standards ofmodestMuslimdress and themanda-
tory attendance of Friday communal prayer for men.6 When I visited the wh
office in Banda Aceh in 2009, I was shown a list of 593 incidents in 2006 and
2,034 incidents in 2007, in the district of Banda Aceh alone. Although there
are no reports of women who have been caned for failing to comply with
QanunNo. 11/2002 onMuslimdress, activists consider this qanun to be themost
unpopular of the Shariʿa regulations. For an important part, this has to do with
the raids carried out by thewh in the streets of BandaAceh andnear the beach,
during which alleged wrongdoers (most of whom are women) are lectured in
public.

Activists and women’s ngos voiced their concerns to the ulama, the legis-
lature, and the local government, and took care to thereby work within the
Islamic framework. To do so, they faced the challenge of combining Islamic
teachings and Aceh’s cultural values with international norms, in particular
women’s rights. Many of the Acehnese women I talked to viewed the official
definition of modest Muslim dress, and in particular the mandated form of
head covering ( jilbab), as something that was actually rather new to Aceh.

5 Interview, Banda Aceh, 9 July 2009.
6 According to officials at the wh and the State Shariʿa Agency (Dinas Syariat Islam/dsi),

women must cover their hair by wearing a certain kind of veiling popularly known as jilbab.
The rest of their dress should consist of a long skirt and a loose dress or tunic or a type of
baju kurung that will not show a woman’s ‘body shape.’ Hence, the wh consider women who
wear tight pants, jeans and t-shirts as violating the qanun onMuslim dress. In terms of formal
legislation, Article 13 (1) provides that: “AllMuslims are obliged towear Islamic dress” (defined
as “clothes that cover one’s aurat and may not shine through, and which do not show the
shape of the body”) and article 21 (1) stipulates an obligation for men to perform the Friday
prayer.
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Some even claimed that the jilbab is an ‘Arabic’ way of covering the hair of
women, arguing that in their understanding it is enough for women to just
cover their hairwith a shawl.7 Syarifah andmanyof the activists atmispi shared
these views, saying that while in the past Acehnese women already dressed
modestly and covered their heads, they did so in a variety of local styles. Thus,
wearing a traditional selendang (scarf or thin veil) to cover one’s hair andwear-
ing trousers was considered appropriate for women.

Such forms of Islamic dress can be seen in popular images of historical fig-
ures. Siapno (2002, 26) observed that the most popular representation of Cut
Nyak Dhien, an Acehnese heroine in the war against the Dutch, “portrays her
wearing […] a selendang (a thin veil) half-covering her head (in the Muslim
fashion).” Other popular images include pictures of Aceh’s seventeenth cen-
tury queens, as shown in the Aceh Museum in Banda Aceh, wearing only a
selendang or a shawl draped loosely over the head and shoulders. While, as
Siapno notes, many of these images are idealized, we know that, traditionally,
Acehnese women wore “black trousers called luweu tham asee or ‘dog chas-
ing trousers’ ” with a traditional loose type of long sleeve top that goes to the
knees (Siapno 2002, 26). This tradition can still be seen in wedding rituals as
brides often wear trousers as part of their traditional wedding costumes. One
reason for this type of clothing is that Acehnese women have always worked
their paddy field together with their husbands, or performed other jobs that
require them tomove easily. Syarifah explained that thewayQanunNo. 11/2002
has been enforced, therefore, has changed themeaningof appropriatewomen’s
clothing and head covering, which, to her, differed inmany ways from past cul-
tural practices.

Many women’s activists argued that the specific text of the qanunwas prob-
lematic. According to Soraya Devy,8 the explanation in the qanun about cov-
ering one’s aurat and concealing the shape of the body was confusing. How,
for example, could women be sure that their body shapes would not be vis-
ible if their clothes were pushed by the wind? Other arguments focused on
women’s freedom of movement. In the post-conflict context, women in Aceh
have enjoyed greatermobility. Yet according tomany activists, the sort of cloth-
ing the wh officials envisioned as in keeping with state Shariʿa regulations
would only limit their movements. They argued that forcing women to always
wear skirts would be difficult, becausemotorbikes are one of themain forms of
transportation for women in Aceh. As one of my interlocutors told me, “wear-

7 Interview, Suraiya Kamaruzzaman, Banda Aceh, 24 December 2007.
8 Interview, Banda Aceh, 5 March 2007.
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ing long and big skirts on motorbikes is not only ineffective but most of all it
is not safe, as the skirts can get caught in the bike’s machinery.”9 Interestingly,
in other Muslim societies, Muslim dress and especially head covering is often
seen as enabling women’s mobility rather than restricting it. This difference
exemplifies the local variety of understandings of Shariʿa and the effects of its
implementation on local gender relations.

Although the phrase ‘Muslim clothing’ in the qanun pertains to both men
and women, during my fieldwork public discussions of ‘Muslim clothing’
mainly focused on women’s dress. This might be because, at the time, the wh
did not focus on men’s clothing in their raids. Activists and female students
in Banda Aceh thus asked why men who wore short pants were not targeted
by the wh, even though the qanun requires men to cover their aurat by wear-
ing trousers that cover their knees. There were lots of jokes circulating among
activists and in society at large addressing the question of what the appropri-
ate uniform for Aceh’s male soccer team would be if they were required to be
consistent with the qanun.

According to women activists, Qanun No. 11/2002 onMuslim dress has been
used by some conservative Acehnesemen to justify their control over women’s
dress and bodies. Some male students from traditional pesantren or dayah,
for example, believe that they have the right to check on women’s clothing,
and to approve or condemn it. Authorities such as security guards at mosques
judge a woman’s religiosity from her dress. For example, when I visited the
Baiturrahman mosque on 30 January 2008, a male guard stopped me and my
female Acehnese friend from entering through the gate by pointing his rattan
cane to my knee. He did not say anything but instead waved his cane to me,
moving it up and down, indicating that my loose tunic blouse should have
covered my knees. Although I told him that I brought my prayer clothing, he
insisted that I should leave the mosque.

Such examples of enforcing Islamic law have made women activists argue
that the religious qanun and their implementation provided opportunities
for conservative religious leaders to return society, and women in particular,
to patriarchal interpretations of Islam. They showed that the way in which
the qanun has been implemented has promoted authoritarian control over
what women wear, how women behave, and how women observe their reli-
gion more than it has for Acehnese men. Finally, apart from the discrimi-
natory implementation of these qanuns, mispi was highly concerned about
the corporal punishment of caning, which has been practiced in Aceh since

9 Interview, Banda Aceh, 20 March 2007.
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2006, and which, along with other civil society organizations, it considered to
be a violation of human rights.10

Another target of mispi’s criticisms was the wh. Like many other ngos in
Aceh, it has called attention to what it perceives as the wh’s lack of adequate
knowledge of Islamic law and current legislation, as well as of proper profes-
sional training—leading to incidents in which basic rights were violated (Afri-
anty 2015). Women’s activists told me that, as a result of this, in the initial years
of implementation there had been cases inwhichwh officers cut women’s hair
if they did notwear proper headscarves, as they did not know the proper proce-
dures of handling such cases. More recently, wh officers have been accused of
evenmore serious abuse. In January 2010, three officers in the district of Langsa
raped a woman they caught and detained in their office for a khalwat offense
(Mardira 2010). It has been argued that the lack of support from the local gov-
ernment for the work of the wh, including the poor recruitment process, has
contributed to their poorperformance and flawed legitimacy (Feener 2013,Otto
and Otto, this volume). It is not only the work of the wh that shapes pub-
lic perceptions of Shariʿa implementation in Aceh, however. The sometimes
brutal punishments under adat (customary law) also influence popular and
media perceptions of the enforcement of Islamic law in contemporary Aceh.
As Kloos (2014) points out, these village level outbreaks of vigilante violence
“in the name of Shariʿa” are indicative of the deeply contested nature of moral
and political authority in contemporary Aceh.

In negotiating the combination of these sets of norms and values, someorga-
nizations have followed the example of women’s movements in other Muslim
societies, such as Sisters in Islam (sis) in Malaysia and Fahmina Institute in
Cirebon, West Java, that have promoted the rereading and interpretation of
Islamic texts to further equality. As I will show in the next section, translo-
cal and transnational connections have also been important for mispi, which
has framed its strategies to reform the qanun and to demand justice in the
implementation of Islamic law in part through its networking with national
and international ngos such as unifem and The Asia Foundation. Thus, I will
argue that the activities of mispi cannot be seen apart from developments at
the national level and in other parts of the Muslim world.

10 On the specifics of the implementation of caning, see Feener (2013; this volume) and
Großmann (this volume).
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mispi and the Reform of Islamic Law

As I have argued in the previous sections, mispi was one of the organizations
that tried to influence government policies relating to women. According to
Syarifah, the problems and disputes that emerged upon the implementation of
Islamic lawwere the result of a number of factors. Firstly, there are different per-
spectives among the Acehnese on how the primary sources of Islamic law (the
Qurʾan and the Sunna) should be interpreted and translated to specific qanun.
Secondly, qanun that regulateAcehnese religiosity are almost exclusively based
on the interpretation of those sources by male political leaders, legal authori-
ties and the ulama whom she views as having been insufficiently sensitive to
gender issues.11 Thirdly, the implementation of the qanun has not been ade-
quately supported by effective government institutions.12

Against this background, mispi has offered several approaches to address
the shortcomings in the implementation of Shariʿa law. Firstly, mispi argued
that there was a serious need for Acehnese ulama, academics, policy makers,
and civil society activists to go back to the sources of Islamic law, to reread
and reinterpret Shariʿa in the context of Aceh, and to use democratic means
in drafting the law. According to mispi, in this process of rereading the Islamic
texts, women should be included, so that women from all segments of society
would come to have a better understanding of the message of the Qurʾan.
mispi expected that these approaches would generate a new form of religious
interpretation, which later could be formalized into qanun that would bemore
gender-sensitive and promote justice and equality. Secondly, although at the
time of my research the implementation of Islamic law was still in an early
stage, mispi argued that the government had to support the implementation
of Shariʿa by providing adequate facilities and resources to the institutions
responsible for overseeing the implementation.

To reach these goals mispi employed various strategies. For example, Syari-
fah, in her capacity as mispi leader and prominent women’s rights activist, was
regularly invited by the local legislature to sit in on their meetings. In those
meetings, she advocated the need for reformulation of the qanun among local
members of the local legislature and government bureaucrats. mispi empha-
sized the importance for women activists to work with religious communi-
ties, most importantly with the dayah and the ulama, in particular the female

11 An exception concerns the initial drafting of the Qanun Jinayat, in which women were
included (Großmann, this volume).

12 Interview, 8 March 2007.
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ulama, and with academics. One key strategy concerned the rereading of the
sources of Islamic law to uncover the egalitarian messages of Islam that mispi
members saw as contained in the Qurʾan and the Sunna. In carrying out its
programs, mispi worked together with both national and international part-
ners.While advocating the importance of considering local context, mispi also
acknowledged the need for women’s ngos and women activists to collaborate
with Muslim intellectuals.

As I have explained, maintaining Islamic credentials and solidarity with the
local community has been one of the key means utilized by mispi in pursuit
of its agenda of responding to the implementation of Islamic law. Even though
Syarifah disagreed with the way in which Qanun No. 11/2002 on Muslim dress
was enforced, she chose to adhere to the regulations of the wh (see below). It
is important to point out, however, that this appeal to Islam was not merely a
‘strategy’ to advance women’s interests. The hmi background of mispi as well
as Syarifah’s personal views attest to a strong commitment to an Islamic way of
life as well as to the implementation of Shariʿa in Aceh.Whatmakes the case of
mispi so interesting, is exactly that it is fromwithin this Islamic framework that
the organization tried to advocate women’s rights. mispi’s Islamic credentials
proved important in gaining support from the male-dominated government
institutions and the ulama. Syarifah explained that she could call key people in
these institutions and discuss any issue with them and she expected that this
would enable her to influence legal reform and policy-making. Indeed, while
ulama and members of the local legislature often saw other activists as being
corrupted by foreign influences, some of them told me that they would rather
listen to Syarifah’s views on issues pertaining to women and Shariʿa (Afrianty
2015).

One of mispi’s central goals was to raise awareness of what it understood
to be Islam’s teachings on gender equality. Before giving some examples of the
activities that mispi was involved in, it is important to clarify mispi’s views in
relation to gender equality, for its position shows a complex navigation of val-
ues inspired by Islam, feminism and gender equality discourses. Interestingly,
mispi activists tried to avoid using the term ‘gender equality’ (i. kesetaraan
gender) in disseminating its ideas about equality to women’s Qurʾanic reading
groups. Instead, they used the Indonesian phrase ‘relational equality between
men and women’ (kesetaraan hubungan antara laki-laki dan perempuan) and
stressed that this was mainly about ‘relations’ (hubungan) of equality. mispi
activists were careful with these phrases because they were aware that female
members of Qurʾanic reading groups might be suspicious of, or even hostile to,
foreign terms. In fact, ulama and government officials were also hostile toward
the term ‘gender equality’ (Afrianty 2015). mispi was careful not to make the
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Qurʾanic reading groups feel that they were being taught ‘foreign’ values. To
many Acehnese women, the word ‘kesetaraan’ or ‘equality’ implies a situation
inwhichmen andwomenbecome the same, so thatwomen, for example,must
be able to do men’s jobs and vice versa. Such a position is considered highly
problematic since it is opposed todeeply-heldnotions that thewoman is tasked
to be a wife, daughter, and mother, while men must be husbands, fathers, and
brothers.

To deal with this sensitive issue, mispi carefully explained that while Islam
requires women to fulfill particular social roles, it does not prohibit them from
doing other things outside the home, such as obtaining an education andwork-
ing. To underscore this, mispi made references to the lives of the Prophet’s
wives, such as Khadija, whowas a successful businesswoman, and Aishah, who
led theMuslim forces towar and became an important political figure after the
death of the Prophet. As a result, it is argued, women actually carry a burden
that is heavier than that of men, because if they take up public roles they are
also still responsible for the care for their children and husband. In explaining
this to their female audiences, Syarifah used herself as an example of some-
one brought up in a family where she was allowed to be active outside the
home, while at the same time learning to be responsible for the household. As
women activists at mispi refer to the Qurʾan for arguments that support gen-
der equality, it is clear that they engage to some extent with Islamic feminist
discourses. However, mispi activists themselves are reluctant to acknowledge
that their activism is inspired by ‘feminism,’ as they consider this a foreign con-
cept. The reluctance to acknowledge that their work is inspired by feminism
can be understood as a part of a broader Acehnese resistance to ideas coming
from the West.

In their efforts to reach Acehnese women, mispi activists specifically tar-
geted groups at two levels: women policy-makers (such as female members of
the local legislature, women in the bureaucracy, female academics, and female
ulama), and women at the grassroots level, whose voices are rarely heard by
policy-makers. Apart from advocating an Islam-inspired view of gender equal-
ity among thesewomen, Syarifah alsohoped thatmispi’s programwould create
links between these two groups. This was important, she argued, because exist-
ing democratic mechanisms had not been able to bring these two elements of
society together, thus contributing to the failure of the government to produce
gender-sensitive policies. mispi organized two programs; one forwomen in vil-
lages and another for female Islamic leaderswho regularly attendedworkshops
at mispi’s office or other locations.

For women at the grassroots, mispi developed a program through which
they could gain a better understanding of the Qurʾan and the Sunna. mispi
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sought out women who were members of Qurʾanic reading groups or majelis
taklim, since these groups were considered to have strong bases in the villages.
mispi hoped that, once majelis taklim members were introduced to issues of
equality andwomen’s rights, they would then share these understandings with
their family members and broader society. mispi focused on Qurʾanic reading
groups in Banda Aceh and its surrounding areas. Syarifah explained that the
decision to work with women’s Qurʾanic reading groups was based on mispi’s
perception that these groups were widely considered to be apolitical.13 Inmost
of the villages where mispi worked, majelis taklim were held on a weekly
basis, with attendees listening to a female preacher and reciting the Qurʾan.
In these sessions, mispi introduced interpretations of the Qurʾan and Sunna
that highlight messages of gender justice.

The second programwas for leaders ofmajelis taklim, who regularly partici-
pated in meetings organized by mispi. These meetings took place in different
places. Sometimes they were organized at mispi’s office or at one of themajelis
taklim around Banda Aceh. Shariʿa was explained in these meetings as a divine
teaching derived from the Qurʾan and the Sunna. At one of the workshops I
attended, on 8 March 2007, one of the speakers argued that since Shariʿa is
divine law, it cannot limit women’s freedom. This view was based on read-
ings of particular verses of the Qurʾan that emphasize the equality of men and
women, in particular verse 2:228, which reads “… and women have the rights
similar to those against them in a just manner.” At this occasion, another verse
was quoted, which emphasizes that God created men and women of different
nations, but what differentiates them is only their good deeds for God, as writ-
ten in the Qurʾan (49:13).

Ohhumankind,We created you frommale and female andmade you into
nations and tribes so that you might know one another. Verily the most
noble of you in the sight of God is the one with the most taqwa.14

During themeetings, participants of the women’s Qurʾanic reading groups also
learned that God’s revelation in the form of the Qurʾan and the Sunna has been
interpreted by ulama in their works of jurisprudence ( fiqh).

At one point during my fieldwork, in 2008, mispi organized a training ses-
sion formajelis taklim leaders from around Banda Aceh and Aceh Besar, which

13 Indeed during the conflict, these groups hadproved to be relatively safe frombothwarring
parties, being able to continue regular meetings at localmeunasah or village mosques.

14 This verse is quoted from Wadud (1999). Taqwa is a key Qurʾanic term that refers to a
person’s moral integrity and commitment to the teachings of Islam (Wadud 1999).
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wasmeant to help femalemembers ofmajelis taklim better understand Islamic
scripture and Shariʿa as well as fiqh and the qanun. The material of this train-
ing covered several themes, such as the meaning of the verses in the Qurʾan,
preaching ethics (akhlak) within the family, understanding Islamic texts, Shar-
iʿa, and fiqh, and a discussion on women’s and men’s roles in family, as well as
in society at large.More than 20women fromdifferentmajelis taklim, as well as
the leaders of the women’s wings of Muhammadiyah and Nahdhlatul Ulama,
participated in this event. Speakers included Nurjannah Ismail, a respected
female lecturer of the Shariʿa Faculty at iain in Acehwho has extensive knowl-
edge of the subject of Islamic law and gender, and Roosmawardani, a female
judge working for an Islamic Court (Mahkamah Syariah). There were alsomale
leaders speaking at the event, most importantly the leader of the Ulama Con-
sultative Assembly (Majelis Permusyawaratan Ulama/mpu).

mispi considered fiqh to be a topic that needed to be better understood by
women at the grassroots. In this meeting formajelis taklimmembers and lead-
ers, Nurjannah Ismail argued that women should understand that if there is
discrimination and oppression of women, this is not the result of Islam, but
of patriarchal interpretations of Shariʿa that can and must be challenged. She
alsomentioned that most of the problems with discrimination and oppression
related to the fact that the ulama who interpret Shariʿa are mostly men. She
pointed out that throughout history, the work of interpreting the Qurʾan and
hadith has been dominated by men. Yet, she said, Aisha, the Prophet Muham-
mad’s youngest wife, was an important transmitter of hadith. Thus, in her con-
tribution to the training, she was saying that the interpretation of Islamic law
had to some extent neglected women’s interests.15

Having identified Qurʾanic teachings about the basic equality of men and
women, and the question of how to understand Shariʿa and fiqh, femalemajelis
taklim leaderswere subsequently taught about the process of creating qanun in
Aceh. Thiswas important because the general understanding amongAcehnese
was that the qanun are the same as what is written in Islamic texts, including
the Qurʾan and hadith. Thus, it was explained that, unlike Shariʿa, qanun can
always be changed because they are not divine law but rather interpretations
of Islamic lawmade by Acehnese ulama, political leaders and the government.

15 Her discussion at that training was similar to the explanation of scholars such as Ziba
Mir-Hosseini (2006, 632): Fiqh is the science of jurisprudence which is part of the human
endeavor to discern and extract legal rules from the sacred sources of Islam that include
the Qurʾan and the Sunna. If Shariʿa is sacred, universal and eternal, fiqh is “human and
like any other jurisprudence it may change over time” (Mir-Hosseini 2006, 632).
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To emphasize this last point, a session in the majelis taklim gatherings led by
mispi was dedicated to explaining how the qanunwere drafted and ratified.

The training discussed above equipped Acehnese women not only with reli-
gious knowledgebut alsowith knowledge about the relationshipbetweenShar-
iʿa implementation and local politics in Aceh. The important positions of the
speakers in Acehnese politics show mispi’s attention to the political context
in which Shariʿa implementation took place. It also shows that mispi worked
together with government institutions, despite its criticisms of them, and that
at least some elements in these institutions shared with mispi particular goals
in terms of educating women.

Through the grassroots activities and the workshops formajelis taklim lead-
ers, mispi not only provided opportunities to women from Qurʾanic reading
groups to obtain new knowledge, but also encouraged them to interact with
other women in a new environment. Most importantly, women were taught
how to express their ownperspectives, and to raise their voices in a forum, even
on occasions where men were also present. mispi taught the female partici-
pants about the need to be critical of the constructed social values that were
produced by male patriarchal authorities. While this was done by a range of
ngos that were active in Aceh at the time, what made mispi special was its
particular emphasis on the Islamic framework inwhich all these activitieswere
situated.

Conclusion

In response to the implementation of Islamic law, women’s organizations in
Acehhave demanded that regional regulations (qanun) be reformed to become
more sensitive to gender concerns and the specific cultural contexts of Aceh. In
their efforts to promote equality andwomen’s rights, mispi has workedwithin,
not outside of, an Islamic framework. The organization has been highly critical
of the way in which Shariʿa law has been enforced. Yet, instead of opposing the
authorities, it managed to work closely with government institutions such as
the State Shariʿa Agency, the Islamic Court system (Mahkamah Syariah), and
the provincial legislature in advocating the reform of the qanuns that deal with
Islamic law, so as to stop discrimination against women and the poor. In addi-
tion to their advocacy with government institutions, mispi has engaged with
local communities to increase their understanding of the teaching of Islam and
the Islamic texts that are at the basis of Shariʿa law in Aceh.Working with these
different groups in society, those with political and religious authority and the
people whose lives would be most strongly affected by the implementation
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of Shariʿa, mispi tried to influence processes of policy-making that related to
Islamic law. It did so by advocating the need for the reinterpretation of Islamic
texts and doctrines.

From mispi’s work, it is clear that Acehnese women have created a space
to involve themselves in discussions of what Feener (2013) calls “Shariʿa and
social engineering.” Women activists, including those at mispi, invited both
society and the government to engage in a discussion on the question of how
Shariʿa should be implemented in Aceh. More importantly, this movement
was to a large extent enabled through the work of national and international
organizations working in Aceh during the post-tsunami reconstruction period.

In this chapter, I have given an overview of the ways in which one particu-
lar organization, mispi, responded to and acted upon the implementation of
Shariʿa in Aceh. The material presented here shows that mispi was distinctive
in three fields. First of all, in its activities it brought in considerations of local
history and culture. Given its Islamic background and good relations to a wide
range of prominent people and institutions in local politics and bureaucra-
cies, mispi was able to bring together women from various backgrounds and
influence policy makers on different levels. Secondly, apart from having this
strong local base, mispi managed to appeal to broader national and interna-
tional norms and networks in support of its causes. This was in part fostered
by the influx of funds and international organizations after the tsunami. Yet,
as I have argued in this chapter, mispi’s networks also had strong pre-tsunami
roots. Finally, while advocating for change, mispi was also involved in a close
collaboration with the Indonesian state and with national-level Islamic orga-
nizations such as hmi. Its Indonesian nationalist roots as well as its Islamic
background made mispi stand out in a landscape of organizations that were
perceived of as being sympathetic to the Free Aceh Movement (gam).

mispi collaborated with the state, even while criticizing some of its poli-
cies. The organization argued for the implementation of Shariʿa in Aceh but
demanded reforms that would guarantee women’s rights and more equality
between men and women, as well as between rich and poor, in the implemen-
tation of the law. As a civil society organization engaged with local women at
the grassroots level aswell aswith important figures inAcehnese society, mispi
worked both with the state and outside its limits. Therefore, mispi gives us
another view on the roles of civil society in demarcating the ‘limits of the state’
in the implementation of Shariʿa in Aceh. Its advocacy of the reconciliation of
Shariʿa and women’s rights, and the appeals it made to various sectors of state
and society to reach these goals, demonstrate that these limits are fluid, con-
tested and negotiated by civil society actors like Syarifah and her organization.
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